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Monitoring Kelihos Fast Flux Botnet 
using Recursive & Passive DNS 





Fast flux Monitoring System 

While true 

1.  Select a seed of domains with a confirmed 
profile 

2.  Continuously milk domains for IPs  

3.  Continuously “inverse lookup” IPs in DNSDB, for 
new domains that start resolving to these IPs 

4.  Check detected domains for known profile 
(e.g. TTL, registration, existence of payload, etc) 

5.  Add new domains to the initial seed 

 

	



Build seed domains list 

•  Resolve domains to IPs, TTL 

•  Resolve domains to NSs, TTL 

•  Build graph of domain, IP, NS 

•  Extract clusters of “same TTL domains” 

•  For each TTL cluster, extract largest 
connected component from domain, IP, NS 
graph 

 

 

	



Kelihos FF domains 

•  Various gTLDs, ccTLDs, 1 single IP, TTL=0, 
hosted on Kelihos botnet IP pool (growing), 
infected individual machines, recent 
registration, delivering malware 
executables with known names 

•  Recorded case(s) of domain resolving to 
several IPs with TTL=600, cocala.asia, or 
TTL=300 

 



Post-discovery checks 

Exclude:  

• Sinkholed domains 

• Domains not matching sought after profile, e.g. 
higher TTL, not using botnet IP pool, shared hosting, 
old registration, not hosting malware payloads 

 

	



Kelihos FF domains analysis Results 



Kelihos 

•  Info-stealer 

•  Spam botnet 

•  P2P structure with fallback FF CnC domains 

•  Checks victim’s IP against known CBLs, if not 
listed, victim’s machine can be used as a proxy 
CnC, or spam bot 

 

	



Kelihos 

•  Sample of 913 domains from the past 6 
months 

 

	



TLD distribution 



TLD distribution 

•  Most abused registrars: bizcn, internet.bs, PDR 
LTD., 1API Gmbh, REGGI-REG-RIPN through 
resellers 

	



Botnet Geo distribution 

•  Sample of 40418 alive IPs ->99 countries 

•  Up until early Dec 2013 

 

	



Botnet Geo distribution 



Botnet Geo distribution 



Botnet Daily Cycle 
•  Follows the daily cycle of Ukraine, Russia Time zone 

 

	



Botnet Daily Cycle ( Dec 2013) 
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OS distribution 

•  85% hosts running Windows XP or Vista 

•  1/3 of them running Win XP PocketPC/CE 
“nmap fingerprint” 

 

	



Daily detected Kelihos domains 



•  ns6.enjofyr.net 
•  agoe36yv.judnopem.nl 
•  akomn.insomtab.nl 
•  ayna.judnopem.nl 
•  hsej0rr7.insomtab.nl 
•  i0liq7i3.gewfywas.nl 
•  gyujsyi.ylahnel.net 
•  g12r5ea5.awbijis.net 
•  dy6gkkoi.ivynvov.net 
•  esp0t.ivynvov.net 

Daily detected Kelihos domains 



Domains and IPs lifetime 

•  Statistics on lifetime of domains and duration 
of usage of IPs in the botnet 

•  -> Efficiency of takedown, cleanup 

•  -> Efficiency of criminals’ operation and botnet 
growth 

•  Case of “zombie” IPs, that serve in the botnet 
for a long time (months), never cleaned, 
residential, and also universities 

 

	



 
Domains’ lifetime counts 

 
Counts = f(domain lifetime in days) 

 
Sample size: 712 domains 





Domains and IPs lifetime 



 
IPs’ lifetime counts 

 
Counts = f(IP lifetime in days) 

 
Sample size: 27,200+ IPs 





Botnet’s IPs lifetime 



IPs’ lifetime (cont’d) 

•  2624 IPs lasted 1 day 

•  19416 lasted less than a day 

	



Botnet’s IPs lifetime 

•  110,000+ unique IPs collected over 5 months 

•  11662 IPs have hosted domains 

 

	



Malware Exes names stats 



Malware samples 

•  VirusTotal report calc.exe http://bit.ly/18mEF6D 

•  Payload repacked several times a day 

•  VirusTotal report cornel2.exe http://bit.ly/19zCtrf 

•  VT detection ratio got as low as 1/45 

•  rasta02.exe (3/45 on Sep 1) http://bit.ly/18mlVpv 

•  cornel2.exe (1/45 on Sep 1) http://bit.ly/18mm0cV 



Summary 

•  Dedicated security researchers/engineers 

•  Detection  

•  RT monitoring system 

•  Daily zone files/regex 

•  Malware payload analysis 

•  Report domains to appropriate bodies, e.g. 
registrars, ICANN, for suspension, sinkholing 

•  Report infected IPs to ISPs, regional CERTs & LE for 
 cleanup 

  


